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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The history of. furniture is indubitably a correla

tive of the manners and customs of various peoples. One, 

therefore,can understand and appreciate the changes in 

furniture styles only through a knowledge of certain 

historical events which projected their influence upon 

each stylistic development. 

11 The history of furniture in a country with a 
civilization so old and brilliant as that of France is 
a very different thing from a technical review of archae
ology or art. It is the history of the very soul of a 
people, with its alternations of grandeur and of degrada
tion, of achievement and of failure, in1 a word it is the 
history of the inner life of a nation." 

The sons of" France were never, strictly speaking, 

inventors, for they never evolved the primary germ of any 

new style. They did, however, possess a marvelous gift 

for assimilating the foreign ideas for recasting, in their 

own minds, such enfeebled, decadent, exotic conceptions, 

and for issuing them anew to· the world in the form of works 

stamped with the grace and truth of proportion distinc

tively characteristic of their own taste. 2 The French 

lAndre Saglio, French Furniture (London: B. T .. 
Batsford, 1913), p. 1. 

2 Ibid., p. 2. 
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borrowed craftsmen and carvers from foreign countries. 

They assimilated new motifs and merged them into coherent 

styles. The French themselves seem to have a positive 

genius for carving and execute it with a sensitiveness and 

finesse that is outstanding. 

2 

The carvings made during the Middle Ages were un

doubtedly executed with crude tools. The rigid and crude 

technique of the early chests, beds, tables, and cupboards 

show how primitive was the work of the first Gothic carpen

ters. Not until well into the fourteenth century did 

these carpenters possess the proper tools to cut and inter

lock the panels of wood by a dovetail joint. After this 

date, the tools were pr~ctically the ones of to-day. The 

trade passed from father to son, and from master to pupil. 

In these provincial workshops French furniture developed 

until Louis XIV instituted the Manufactures Royale. 

In all the ecclesiastical cabinet work of the 

fourteenth century, which has come down to us, the skill 

of execution is even greater than the strength and dura

bility. In almost every line of decoration, the influence 

of the tool is apparent, the surface is very much broken 

up, and a great variety in light and shade makes a striking 

decoration that is produced in a very direct manner. Apart 

from the general planning of' the ornament, which shows a 

sense of scale and balance, the actual treatment of the 



carver shows consummate skill. His method of handling the 

design has been such as to produce an astonishingly fine 

effect.l 

3 

The purpose of carving wood is to make the surface 

more interesting through imposing a pattern upon it, and 

inducing a play of light and shadow.2 Carving is the most 

natural method of decorating furniture, for in its simplest 

forms it derives directly from the tools used by the cabinet 

maker or joiner in constructing the woodwork itself. 

When detached from a background, carving is said 

to be "in the round," as in figure sculpture and other "free" 

ornamental work.. When upon a background it is called "high 

relief" or "low reliefn according to the height from the 

background. If sunk below the surface it is kno~~ as 

incised. In some instances, a carved effect is obtained 

by the mere scratching of the surface. Good wood carving 

is neither rigidly mechanical nor capriciously irregular, 

but is the outcome of a skilled hand and a trained eye, 

impressing the work with human interest. 

It is the purpose of this study to trace the 

development of carving on French furniture from the Gothic 

period through the nineteenth century. 

lH. P. Shapland, The Practical Decoration of Furniture 
(New York: Payson and Clarke, 1926}, P• 32 • 

2H. w. Faulkner, wood-Carving ~ A Hobby (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1934r;-p. 2. 



CHAPTER . IT ' .... , , 

GOTHIC FURNITURE. ·. ':. ! • 

"Gothic furniture is called Gothic. not because the 

Goths had anything to do with it 1but because of the con

tempt that the Italians of the ·Renaissance, felt for a style 

that was medieval and non-Roman~ They, used the term Gothi.c 
... 

as a synonym of barbarous. nl : 14~thic', how,ever, is by no 

means a barbaric style. It is primarily, a French style and 

grew into being as the Franks g±-~w fnto ~· nation. During 
: / ·, 

the Gothic centuries, the name f~r· Gothic was Opus Francigenum, 
'.<.'" ' 

French work. 2 Gothic was developed • from, the Romanesque plus 

an infusion of the Oriental s'pirit, intr.oduced by returning 
:! 

,··' 

Crusaders, and under the great religious impetus of the per-. 
. ' . : ·~ .. 

iod was made passionately Christian .. , · 
. ·; . 

Gothic art was an architectural .art.-. It was the art 

o:f the builder, the sculptor; , and, the woo.d-carver. 3 "The 

Cathedral dominated the French Gothic style. Everything in 
the art of this period was in some way connected with the 
church, from the illuminated books used for the services 
to the sculpture that adorned its walls. The cathedral 

lG. L. Hunter, Decorative Furniture (Philadelphia: 
J. B. Lippincott Co., 1923), p. 67. 

2Ibid .. , p. 68. 

3c. R. Clifford, Period Furnishi~gs (New York: 
Clifford and Lawton, 1927), p. 53. 

:·.· .. , .. 
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it~elf was the expression o~ the understanding of the world 
whlch the twel~th and thirteenth centuries believed they 
had. achie:red.. It forms an ultimate harmony out of infinite 
var1ety; 1ts thousands of statues, windows, grotesques 
and reliefs were brought to final unity by sheer soari~g 
faith. ,1 

5 

In Gothic, all lines lead upward to express that faith. 

The Cathedral also dominated French life. In a cathedral 

town, the S1Jires and mass of the edifice were visible long 

before the town itself could be seen from a distance. The 

little houses cluster around its base in self-effacing anony

mity~ Just so did the church dominate the lives of the people. 

It was the meeting place, the educational center, the art 

museum, the theatre (miracle plays), as well as the religious 

center for the people. It is easy to understand, then, that 

the furniture which evolved in this period bears a strong 

impression of church furniture and that the motifs of decora

tion were derived from those made familiar by use in the churches. 

The Gothic of the late twelfth and early thirteenth 

centuries retained much of the Romanesque.. The Gothic of 

the fifteenth century was well on the way toward the 

Renaissance. It was through the carvings of the churches, 

in vrhich the imagination and skill of the artists were 

alike unfettered, that the easy transition from the grand 

and simple Gothic of the thirteenth century to the aspiring, 

attenuated, and com1Jlicated ornamentation, culminating in 

lc. R. Morey, Christian Art (New York: 
Green and Co., 1935), p. 49. 

Longmans, 



the confusion of the decoration that won for the final 

development the name "flamboyant" can best be studied. 

6 

Except in fixed architectural woodwork, such as 

choir stalls, very few ~xamples of the early period have 

survived. Gothic illuminate(l manuscripts, therefore, are 

of the greatest help in. studying the furniture forms of the 

Gothic period, especially those of the fifteenth century. 

The Gothic furniture impresses one with its sturdy 

simplicity and strength. Great oak forests f'urnished an 

abundance of timber of superior quality and massiveness. 

Other woods used in the later Gothic period were chestnut 

and walnut. Various local woods,. such as beech, elm, pine, 

and cypress, were probably used in ordinary furniture. 

In examining Gothic patterns .one discovers a certain 

decorative unit, characteristic of the period, that recurs 

many times. This motif is the shape (A. Fig. 1, Plate I) 

made by the intersection of.·· two arcs of circles, suggesting 

a fish--a symbol chosen•.in ·early .days to represent the 

Christian religion. For this reason it was appropriate to 

repeat this motive throughout the carved .ornamentation of 

ecclesiastical architecture and furniture. 1 

Tracery carving was taken by the wood-carver from 

the stone carver. It has no definite weight to bear and is 

lFaulkner, Q.Q• cit~, p. 82 ·. 
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used more or less ornamentally. The introduction of various 

symbols in the tracery added to the interest of the work. 

The emblems of the four evangelists were very popular, viz., 

the angel, the lion, the ox, and the eagle, and they were 

usually represented with wings. Pierced carving is 

frequently found in Gothic work, giving an airy, lace-

like effect.l 

A simple panel decoration extensively used by the 

Gothic wood-carvers was the "linen-fold" or "parchment fold. n 

"The linen fold was based upon and emblematic of the veil 

covering the chalice at the consecration of the Host in 

Catholic ritual.tt2 The surface presents a series of rolls 

and curved channels, as indicated by the sections below 

each sketch, supposed to represent rolls and folds of linen. 

(Fig. 2, Plate II) 

The later Gothic craftsmen, though forbidden to 

represent the nude, excelled in carving draped figures and 

naturalistic floral ornament. No one has surpassed them in 

their treatment of flowers and foliage and intricate tracery 

which were so skillfully used on the panels and mouldings of 

the furniture. 

The craftsmen during the Gothic and Renaissance 

libid., p. 83. 

2Edwin Foley, The Book of Decorative Furniture 
(New York: G. P. Putnams Son, 1911), Vol. I, p. 3o 
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periods cut their carving decoration in the solid wood, a 

method which resulted in a pleasant interplay and rela

tionship between the pattern and the background. Under 

such conditions the decoration of the furniture by means of 

carving was full of interest and vitality.l 

French Gothic carving is characterized by intricate 

detail, variety, and exquisite workmanship; yet, it is so 

executed as to preserve a flat surface and to subordinate 

itself suitably to the structure of the piece. 

The decorative moti.fs used for carving were precise, 

geometrical, and architectural in design. They are tre.foil 

(three leaf or lobed motif), quatrefoil, grapevine, crocket 

(small leaf cluster), crozier (leafage in turned form like 

a bishop's crook or crozier), rosace--rosette (a convention

alized flower), intricate tracery in compartment designs 

resembling Cathedral windows, and linen-fold (simulated 

folded cloth). Human bird and animal forms were used in 

later Gothic. 2 (Plate VI) 

The .form of the furniture was rectangular and simple. 

A glossary of the pieces o.f .furniture will show their 

relative importance: 

Armoire--a cupboard, originally .for armor; later had 

many uses, especially for linen. Carved paneled front in 

lshapland, QQ. cit., p. 31. 

2Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Gould, The Period Furniture 
Handbook (New York: Dodd, Mead and Co., 1929), P• 14. 
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low relief. Carving distinguished by its sharp cleecn-cut 

detail, giving a flat effect across a minutely carved front. 

(Fig. 1, Plate V) 

Bed--very massive. Fourteenth centurY beds of plain 

wood, later flamboyantly carved and of enormous size and 

height, the posts hexagonal, etc., carved with lozenge and 

other motifs with sharp clean-cut details.. Ornaments borrowed 

from architecture. 

Bench--high backed, canopied for dignitaries, often 

built in the wainscot. Simple type without back used as 

refectory table. Benches paneled and carved with linen

fold tracery. Carving clean-cut low relief. Canopies either 

solid or pierced, foliated and floral scroll and vine, and 

figures. 

Buffet--a sideboard or dresser, the French credence. 

A carved traceried linen-fold paneled chest set on legs and 

used as a cupboard and table combined. (Fig. 2, Plate V) 

Chair--for the master of the house only; rectang

ular, solidly boxed seat, arms and back, or rectangular 

underbraced legs. Chairs of state enormously high-backed, 

frequently canopied; canopies carved with openwork, molded 

and carved finials occasional on side support. The backs 

elaborately paneled and carved in linen-fold or tracery. 

(Plate IV) 

Chest--coffre--most important article. Early models 

were painted, later carved in traceried compartments, 



foliated arches, and floral foliage, and figure designs. 

(Plate III) 

10 

Cupboard--or hutch. The French huche so important 

that cabinet-makers were knovvn as huchiers. Carved details 

the same as those used on the chest. 

Table--early type, long boards on removable trestles; 

rectangular, plain or carved in varied architectural mold

ings and enrichment.1 

lGould, 2..2.• cit., pp,. 8-12. 



PLATE I 

Figure 1. Development of' a Character is tic Gothic Motif. 

(Rowe) 16th Century 

Figure 2, 3, and 4. Development and Diagram of French 
Tracery 

(Rowe) Victoria and Albert Museum 
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PLATE II 

Figure 1. Panel from a French Chest. 

Metropolitan Museum of Art 16th Century 

Figure 2. Carved Gothic Chair Showing Tracery and Linen 
Fold Carving. 

(Clifford) 16th Century 

Figure 3. Details of Gothic Carving. 

(Faulkner) 16th Century 
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PLATE III 

Gothic Chest 

Metropolitan Museum of' Art 16th Century 
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PLATE IV 

Gothic Chair 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 33739 
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33739. GOTHIC CHAIR 
FRE.NCH, XV CENTURY 

THE METROPOLITAN 
MUSEUM OF ART 



PLATE V 

Figure 1. Armoire with Lineri Fold Carving. 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 34204 

Figure 2. Credence, Oak. 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 33285 
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34204• ARMOIRI!: WITH LINEI>I·FOLD CA~VING 
Til£ METROPOLITAN 

rRENCH, ABOUT 1500 
- --- -~-------~~-

- ~-----------·--;------ --

FIG. 1 
~-~---~--- - -----------~--------------~ 

:13Z85- CR£0EHCE:, OAK 
FRLNCI1, GOTHIC, ABOUT 1500 

Fl&. 2.. 

THE METROPO I..ITAN 
MUSEUM Or A~T 

----- ---~----- - --· . 



PLATE VI 

Panneaux boix sculpt€ fin du XV Century 

(Grew out of' the Gothic, shows 
typical bird and dragon shapes) 

(E. Bajot) 
/ Musee de Cluny 
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CHAPTER III 

FRENCH RENAISSANCE 

In 1495 occurred the first of a series of French 

military expeditions into Italy, and the king, the court, 

and thousands of Frenchmen found themselves face to face 

with the brilliance of Italian culture. Captured by its 

art and most of all by its architecture, they yielded 

completely to the charm of the Renaissance. 

Charles VIII, who for two years had held Naples 

(1494-96), brought Bernadino de Brescia and Domenico de 

Cortona among other artists from Italy; and art, which at 

this time was in a feeble, languishing state in France, 

began to revive. Francis I employed an Italian architect 

to build the chateau of Fontainebleau, which had hitherto 

been but an old-fashioned hunting box in the middle of the 

forest, and Leonardo da Vinci, Andrea del Sarto, and 

Primaticcio came from Florence to decorate the interior. 

Guilio Romano, who had assisted Raphael in painting the 

loggia of the Vatican, also exercised an influence in 

France. The marriage of Henry II with Catherine de Medici 

increased the influence of Italian Art, and the subsequent 

union of Marie de Medici with Henry Quatre continued that 

influence. Diane de Poi tiers, mistress of Henry II, was 

the patroness of artists; and Fontainbleau has been said, 

17 
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and aptly so, to "reflect the glories of gay and splendour 

loving kings, f'rom Francois Premier to Henri Quatre. nl 

Henry was active in the final settlement of the 

religious difficulties of the people, and by the Edict of 

Nantes created a religious tolerance that brought peace to 

the co~try, permitted untrammelled activity, and encouraged 

the development of the industrial arts. As a result of' the 

edict, many Protestant artists and craftsmen, who had been 

persecuted under the Spanish control of the Low Countries, 

emigrated to France. By this means, the Flemish interpre-

tation of the Spanish crafts was popularized in France. 

During the reign of Louis XIII, the influence of both 

Italy and Spain gradually lessened, and during his final 

years, the way was paved for the magnificent development 

of the first truly native French artistic triumphs under 

his successor .• 2 

Buildings and interiors during the reign of Louis 

XII were more truly Gothic than Renaissance. Under Henry II 

and his three sons, the decorative use of Gothic elements 

dwindled. There occurred, however, a better understanding 

of' the true classical proportions in the use of the orders. 

Tvvalls continued to be covered with wood panelling of small 

1Foley, OA cit., pp. 138-139. 

2sherrill Vfuiton, Elements of Interior Decoration 
(Chicago: J. B. Lippincott Co., 1937), p. 146. 
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Gothic proportions, but the field of the panels was often 

carved or painted with Renaissance arabesque forms. Ceil

ings were still beamed, but the coffered panel was also 

introduced. During the Henry IV and Louis XIII periods, 

France commenced to be more self-conscious in her art 

expression. Royal patronage and protection of the artists 

became an established policy. The rooms of the palaces 

became more dignified and formal. The architectural orders 

began to be used more frequently as an important feature of 

decoration. Wall panels in wood were greatly enlarged and 

were seen in a diversity of shapes.1 The rooms of the early 

Renaissance chateaux were sparingly furnished. The furniture 

was massively built, and the structural forms of the Gothic 

period continued in use. 

Sculptors and carvers became less skillful, for 

they were no longer employed in carving fine walnut pieces. 

The impoverished nobles were forced to use cheaper woods-

elm, which is very perishable, cherry wood, and chestnut-

woods easy to carve and which acquire a rich brown tone with 

age. Oak and walnut were used for the best pieces of furni

ture. Ebony was so prized that a cabinet maker became, and 

still is, an 'ebeniste'--a worker in ebony. 

The best period of carving is in the sixteenth 

century. The lines are simple, and the surface and ornament 

1\~iton, 2Q• cit., p. 148. 
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are not over decorated. The carving is invariably sliced out 

or the solid wood, with a pleasant interplay and relation

ship between the pattern and the background. The carving is 

never applied to the wood. 1· The acanthus leaf and the spiral 

line are the designs of this period. Fig. 2, Plate IX 

shows the modeling of a clasping leaf. The leaf stands 

boldly away from the ground. The leaf was probably roughed 

out first, and the modeling done with bold sweeps of the 

tool. This type of cutting left some of the veins in sharp 

relief. 

In Southern France the line was clean as well as 

boldly undercut, ·in order to crisply display the design. 

In Northern France, the carvers, while retaining the vigor 

of the Gothic craftsmen, gradually added a love and mastery 

of technique. The coarser execution of Northern French 

work was in part due to the continued use of the oak--a 

wood that does not yield itself so willingly to the tool as 

the finer grained walnut and chestnut used in Southern 

France. The coarser type of execution can also be ascribed 

to the tempermental differences between the men of the 

North and those of the South. 2 

In the early Renaissance the motives of furniture 

decoration were taken from Northern Italy. These were fine 

1Foley, .Q.Q• cit., Vol. I, p. 140. 

2snapland, QQ• cit., p. 31. 
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leaf scrolls and medallions with human heads enclosed. 

Curiously enough, the French work has the refinement of the 

Italian of the generation before, not of its contempora

ries. The delicacy was further increased by the change 

from oak to walnut that came about later, and perhaps 

through the use of the walnut ceiling and wainscot of the 

Gallery of Francis I of Fontainbleau. In this new and more 

sensitive material, carving reached a point of technical 

skill unknown in France before and unequaled since, while 

originality kept equal pace. Such carving led to new 

possibilities in the silhouette of furniture in spite of 

its rectangular constructione It also led to such as 

exaggeration of broken surface that the composition of 

panels in the decadent period became spotty and the effect 

of the whole piece confused and cumbersome~ The ornament 

was based on that of the classic orders and monuments as 

in architecture, but it was changed and recombined with 

great versatility and often with charm.l 

French carving became supple and graceful, as 

Italian idealism toned dmm the bolder naturalism of the 

Gothic carver.. Hughes Sambin (1523-1602), architect and 

furniture-maker, pupil of Michelangelo, headed the Burgan

dian school. The art of Burgundy was teeming vri th life, 

1Roger Gilman, Great Styles of Interior Architecture 
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1924}, p .. 69. 
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and the ex.ecution was bold and sure. Sam bin's carvings of 

masks, chimerical animals, and voluptuous •rJomen were done 

in a heavy manner for tables and supports of furniture. 

(Plates XI and XIII) 

Only a few pieces of Francis I furniture still 

exist. It is characterized by hard woods, boldly carved 

with the usual Renaissance motives--caryatids, masks, 

garlands, and medallions encircling strangely protruding 

heads. Unless the artist has worked into his floral dec

oration the King's emblem, the salamander, or his initial 

"F", it is not easy to distinguish it from its Italian 

counterpart, so closely did the French workman of this 

period strive to emulate his Italian models. 

Both Henry II and Henry IV showed a prevalence of 

interlaced strap work and delicate relief. (Plates VII and 

VIII) The details of the carving included strap and band, 

pierced shield, arabesques, lozenges, and cartouches. Later, 

shell and scroll carving and swags and garlands were included. 1 

(Plate XII) 

The carving of Louis XIII was in the Flemish style, 

rich and turgid. The panelling was vigorous. (Plate XIV) 

As the period progressed, the carving became heavier and 

more naturalistic, the motives were crowded, and an exuberance 

and boldness of design became notable. The motifs were 

expressed in a sculptural manner. At the end of the period 

there was unquestionably a deterioration in both skill and 
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taste as the .furniture constantly became more massive and 

awkward.l 

French ornament is marked by an elegance character

istic of the culture and manner of the, court and by an 

extreme delicacy·, seen for instance in the tiny stems and 

buds of the arabesque, or in the sensitive. f'aces in the 

medallions. The scroll, swag, cartouche, pilaster, grotes

que animal and human forms are very typical of the period. 

The colonette, bulb, baluster, and spiral twist were the 

usual supporting members. Leaf ornament, gadrooning, 

guilloche, and nulling were the ornaments used on moldings. 

The homely Gothic vegetable ornament· yielded to the olive, 

the laurel, and the acanthus, the latter becoming the endive 

which has never disappeared.2 

If Italy produced the Renaissance, France devel

oped it and rendered its decorative ideas and forms into 

more flexible terms adapted to the everyday needs and 

3 practices of a more realistic people., 

The notable pieces o.f the Renaissance are as follows: 

Armoire--architecturally constructed. Carving, 

marquetry; elaborated in the successive styles, often highlY 

ornate in high relief. 

1Gilman, .Q.Q.· cit., p .. 68. 

2Joseph Aronson, ~ Encyclopedia Q£ Furniture 
(New York: Crown Publishers, 1938) p. 77. · 

3 . Foley, QQ· c~t., p. 137. 
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Bed--often magnificently constructed and carved. 

Canopied bed, four posts supporting tester. Supports-

carved baluster with very large bulb and vase motifs, 

spirally turned, column, carytid. Tester--heavy, carved, 

with overhanging cornice; or completely dro ped, with carved 

finials. Headboard--paneled, carved in relief, or pieced 

carving; spindles topped by paneling and cresting; Footboard 

and side boards. Top--straight, crested, broken pediment. 

Foot--bun or chimera. 

Bench--Italian type of Roman origin: legs--vase

shaped baluster, flat arms; cushion strapped to seat. Older 

type, chest-bench, sometimes with canopy, elaborately 

carved in relief. 

Cabinet--construction and ornament similar to 

armoire. Top--flat, cornice, sometimes with broad frieze 

covered with carving; crested; broken pediment top. Great 

variety of ornament in classic structural forms and motifs; 

simple examples of fine conception; ornate pieces sumptuous 

to the point of bewilderment with carving and marquetry. 

A free use of figures, full length or termed, or term-

head, bust, or half of a figure set on a pedestal. 

(Pla.te XIII) 

Chair--rectangular, high and low backs of Italian 

types, carved, caned, upholstered; curule, and ladder-back. 

Some three-legged chairs, as well as swivel chairs on 



tripod feet. Chairs of state--high-backed, boxed Gothic 

form; or Renaissance--crested, or flat top with finials; 

architectural structure and ornament. 
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Chest--a small casket or box--marriage chest, often 

sarcophagus on paw feet. Usually of walnut in Italian 

style, carved panels flanked by figures or columns; strap

work, arabesques, and other classic motifs, often in 

Flemish style. (Plate XII) 

Cupboard--primitive chest, or an elaborate double

bodied piece of Gothic type with Renaissance ornament. 

Dresser--an important pieceo Similar to cupboard 

in construction and ornament, but often extremely elaborate. 

Highly ar~hi tectural; columns or caryatids; superbly carved 

in the round and in very high relief. 

Pedestal--an important decorative accessory. Louis 

XIII type for different ornaments--statuettes, vases, etc. 

Of pedestal type--term, on tripod plinth with lion's paw 

feet; covered with carving. 

Stool--simple or sumptuous, curule type with hammock 

seat, legs elaborately carved, their tops ending in chimera 

heads, scrolled feet. 

Table--generally rectangular and oblong; draw, or 

refectory types. Legs at corners or truss supports, trusses 

simple or, as in the fine Italian models, joined by arcades· 

very especially the pieces attributed to Hugues Sam bin 

ornamental .. 

1Gould, .Q.Q• cit., pp. 58-62. 



PLATE VII 

Panel from a 16th Century French Door 

(Rowe) Belfast Museum 
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PLATE VIII 

Carved Walnut Panel from French Cupboard 

(Rowe) 2nd Half of 16th Century 
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PLATE rx· 

Figure l. Detail from Top of Coffee Table. 

Low-relief Carving 

Figure 2. Renaissance Leaf Form. 

Figure 3.. Panel from Henry II Cabinet 

Direct Cutting 

Figure 4. Renaissance .Panel 

Direct Cutting 
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16th Century 

Musee de Cluny 

Musee de Cluny 



FIG.2. 
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PLATE X 

Henry IV Carved Panel 

(Strange) Early 17th Century 
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PLATE XI 

Chim~res--Detail of a Table 

(Muse'e de Cluny) 16th Century 
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PLATE XII 

Walnut Chest School of Lyons 

Metrolopitan Museum of Art 1550-1600 
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PLATE XIII 

Walnut Cabinet (Burgundian) School of Hugues Sambin 

Metropolitan Museum o:f Art 1550-1600 
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PLATE XIV 

Louis XIII Cabinet 

Metropolitan Museum of Art 
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CHAPTER IV 

LOUIS XIV 

Louis XIV or Louis Quatorze furniture, alone among 

all the periods of' Man's house-f'urnishing, represents one 

man--Louis XIV, the Grand Monarch. There was a succession 

of lovely ladies who ruled over the court--de la Valliere, 

de Monte span, de Main tenon; none of them, however, ruled the 

king. During the first half of' his reign, Louis XIV followe, 

his armies. During these years Le Brun, the King's pet 

architect and decorator, made his furniture tall, stiff, 

and pompously warlike. The Louvre was turned into a work

shop with Le Brun in charge and with Boulle as his chief' 

aider. As the boudoir became more important than the camp, 

a gentler note was introduced. But always it was the king 

who was the sun of' everything. 1 

France at this time was the most powerful state in 

Europe both in military power and in the arts, and the 

king was the undisputed master of France. He was not 

brilliant, but he was infinitely energetic and industrious. 

1Jilhen the king determined to build Versailles, the Louvre, 

Saint Germain, and Fontainebleau, regardless of expense, 

his minister Colbert secured for him the world's greatest 

lJoseph Aronson, Furniture and Decoration 
(New York: Crown Publishers, 1936) PP· 48-49. 
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artisans and artists; such as, Domenico Cucci, a cabinet

maker, specializing in decorations of gold, bronze; colored 

stones, ornaments, figures; Philli~pe Caffiere, a ~culptor 

in wood and metal; Charles Andre Boulle, bringing to 

perfection the process of veneering and inlay with tor.:... 

toise-shell and metal. The vvorkshop of the Gobelins, · under 

Le Brun, produce~ tapestries, fabrics, metal work, carved 

wood, silver work, and frescoes. The result, therefore, 

was the style of a king, not of a people.l 

Stately government buildings were· erected, libraries 

were founded, and halls of science, astronomy,. botany, and 

zoology were established. Although Louis XIV built many 

small chateaux, the great palace at Versailles was 'the 

supreme architectural and decorative achievement of his 

reign. Enormous rooms of great height were designed for 

entertaining vast assemblages in the most regal splendor. 

Great formality of design and pompousness, l:Jroduced by 

large:...scale detail and extravagance of workmanship and 

material, were the most characteristic decorative features. 

In the salons, the permanent elements of· the large rooms, 

such as walls, ceilings, doors and windows, were the important 

features of decoration. Movable objects and furniture were 

regarded as secondary motifs. As a result, most of the 

furniture was placed against the walls leaving the center of 

1clifford, 2£• cit., p. 132. 
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the room clear. The walls and ceilings ,wer.e treated as: 

magnificent compositions of decorative paintings, .carvings, 

tapestries, paneling, and mirrors.,_,;Wopden walls·were 

rarely left in the natural fini'sh. · ... It was customary to .. , 

gild the mouldings and carved orna,ment _:·to-·· contrast with , ·. 

a background painted in an of'f-white.~tone. :The French.·. 

word boiserie is generally used to· designate the carved 

wood panelling of' all the eighteenth century periods of' 

French carving.l ~' ' . .' 

The style of Louis XIV was distinctly 'Bar'oque, a.· 

robust exaggerated manner of carving which ~manated from 

the Jesuit architecture of Italy. Baroque, was sumptuous, 

large in scale, masculine for all its lavish decoration, 

rich and serious in intent, and completely symmetrical. 

The straight line predominated; curv:es :lending formal 

dignity were restrained within severe outlin~ .•. (Plate. XVI) 

Under Louis XIV the "Chine.se Tasten in the collection 

of' porcelains and finally in the . effort to . dupli.cate the 

lustrous depth of' Oriental lacquer .:b:ecame a rage. ·Martin 

perfected the process .of varnishing known as .Vernis-Mar.tin 

to the state of great brilliance and solidi~ty. 

Woods were rich and varied. The simple oak and 

walnut and even ebony lacked magnificence. Rosewood, 

sandal-wood, tulip-wood, and violet-wood were used for 

1whiton, QQ• cit., p. 152. 
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ornamental portions. Elaborate marquetry panels formed 

large surfaces. Almond, holly, box, pear'· and· other woods 

were toned by fire, but this method did not suffice. 

Boulle perfected marquetry in intricate detail resorting 

liberally to the French favored strong colors, such as red 

and green. Gilded and silvered furniture was substituted 

where real gold and silver were prohibitive. The gilding 

was exceptionally fine and further distinguished the massive 

armchairs and tables of the period.1 
. . 

The taste of the age preferred a dec'oration o:f 
' 

architectural motives and mouldings; therefore, ornament 

held a secondary place. Ornament in relief was the rule. 

Carving was rich and plentiful. In the plainer ·work the 

carving consisted largely o:f a leafy vine or s,ome acanthus 

:form. (PlateXV) There was a vivid contrast .of straight 

and curved line; patterns and mouldings were ··interspersed 

in the foliage or ivy wound through a Greek·fret. In the 

carving here was little blank space or smooth surface. 

Coiled scrolls, leaves full of folds and veins, and plain 

surfaces scored with fine lines are a part of the•;general 

effect. The surface had a purely decorative· side· in which 

these same scorings, as well as flutes and' network patterns, 
.. 

were constantly employed, while smooth bands formed the 

borders and small beads or points supplied the high lights. 

1 •t •t 156 Wh~ on, .QJ2.. .£1:_. , p • • 



There was an infinite play of light and shade .1 

The character of the ornamental motifs alternated 

between the abstract and the realistic. Flower and leaf 
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forms--water lilies, oak, laurel, olive leaves; masks, 

satyrs, lion's paws and heads, sphinxes, griffins, cupids, 

dolphins, ram's heads, animals from nature and mythology 

to express the current love of allegory; .weapons, musical 

instruments, agricultural implements; festoons, swags, 

ribbons and knots; and religious symbols were used in the 

carving. 2 The king's monogram, two interty;rining nL's" in 

script form, was often placed in a cartouche located over 

a door or window or in the center of a panel. The king r s 

symbol, a sun with spreading rays was also frequently us.ed. 3 

The glossary of articles includes these newer forms: 

Armoire--rectangular, two long doors with tops 

straight, semicircular, or in cyma curves--ogee or reversed. 

Moulding, paneling, carving, marquetry; large decorative 

hinges shaped in acanthus foliage~ Boulle 's pieces famous, 

the large surfaces beautifully decorated• 

Bed--typical, canopied without posts. Headboards 

beautifully carved and crested, often no footboard; bouquets 

of plumes as finials on elegant examples. Framework 

1Gilman, .QJ2... cit., p.. 120. 

2Ibid., p .. 123. 

3whiton, QQ.• cit., p. 152. 
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beautifully carved in high and low relief; low ,side boards 

with foot-board in apron form. Leg often cabriole. 

Bench•-still used in the bed room, but finely . 

upholstered. Term legs, scrolled underbracing; framework 

and legs carved. 

Buffet:...-early examples openshelved for display, used 

merely as a convenience. 

Cabinet~-rectangular, double-bodied; architectural 

enrichment; set on short legs, on carved and gilded console, 

or on stand, with four term double-legs--eight in all; 

foot, carved ornamental bublous or other form with acanthus 

or other ornament, often of metal. Sumptuous with carving, 

marquetry, lacquer, and metal mounts incorporated as important 

elements of the design. 

Chair--rectangular, curvilinear. Early type--rectan

gular, with broad high back, rectangular and raked. Legs-

carved term, turned; underbraced--the :straining rails 

crossed, carved in low relief.. Arms--as long as seat, 

straight, upholstered, supports rectangular. Later type-

back with curved framing, slightly arched, carved and crested. 

Leg slightly cabriole. Foot--carved leaf. Arms--curved, 

plain or upholstered; supports curved. Frames carved, gilded, 

or painted in monotone. (Fig. 1, Plate X'/II) 

Chaise--:. longue long chair, or couch.. Much used • 

Chair back at one or both ends, carved, crested, Frame carved; 

scrolled underbracing. 
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Chest--largely supplanted by armoire and cabinet. 

Elaborately ornamented. 

Clock--floor clocks either term form or rectangular 

and architectural, supporting a pavilion, sometimes sur

mounted by the symbolic figure of Time. Mantel clock, a 

favorite Boulle model. 

Commode--a luxurious novelty, because of its wide 

usefulness as a commodity; as a desk, dressing-table, wall 

table etc. Carved walnut ornamented like cabinet. Leg-

rectangular or cabriole; foot-scroll, ornamental ankle, paw, 

peg-top--carved bulbous tapering form on small shoe. 

Desk--low and flat topped models more used than 

high secretary form; large and small; with drawers and 

every convenience; feet bulbous, in inverted acorn form. 

Carving like cabinet and console. 

ful:.Q!:--in general use; variously framed, popular 

type--oval, with crested frame, carved and gilded, incor

porating typical scrollwork and cupids--the little amours, 

in which the king took special delight. 

Pedestal--the rectangular term form typical, on 

corner bracket f'eet; a highly ornate piece, with over

hanging cornice. Carving in high relief. 

Screen--used in almost every room. Single panel 

or several leaves. Frame carved, crested, often with apron, 

and ornamental feet. 
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Sofa, canape--evolved from the lit de repos, 

considered of oriental origin and known variously as 

canape or sopha. Typical canape' similar to arm-chair, 

carved, gilded, painted in monotone picked out in gold, 

silver, etc. 

Table--rectangular, curvilinear; carved, gilded, 

marquetry, painted in monotone and gilding, marble top. 

Oblong rectangular model with term legs typical; or 

cabriole with scrolled arched underbracing supporting a 

carved ornament at the inter section. Curvilinear top .. 

Raised top, ornamental shaped apron, or pendant of open 

scrollwork elaborately carved with acanthus, shell etc. 1 

(Fig. 2, Plate XVII) 

1 Gould, Sill.• cit., PP-~ 68-74. 
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PLATE XV 

Figure 1, Detail of Carving of Louis XIV 

(Strange) Jean Le Paitre 

Figure 2 and 3. Details of Carved Filt Chair at 
Fontainbleau 

(Strange) Prieu Dieu 
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PLATE XVI 

Carved Gilt Settee Leg at Fontainbleau 

(Strange) Louis XIV 
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PLATE XVII 

Carved Commode Ormolu Mount Form 

(Strange) Louis XIV 
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PLATE :X"VIII 

Figure l.. Louis XIV Chair 

Metropolitan Museum of .Art 

Figure 2. Louis XIV Table 

Metropolitan Museum of .Art 
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Post Card No. 4997 

Post Card No. 4361 
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CHAPTER V 

THE REGENCE 

Louis XIV died in 1715, but long before this time 

a modification of' his style set in. The transitional 

period is marked politically by the regency of Philippe 

Due d' Orleans from 1715 to 1723, when the young Louis XV 

became king. The term Regence loosely describes the 

transition from the high style of Louis XIV to the feminine 

style of Louis XV. This period expressed joyous release 

:from the formality and severity of Louis xrv, who in his 

old age had become religious, exacting, and repressive. 

During the Regence the beginning of a much greater 

economy was noticeable in the construction of smaller 

dwellings, with rooms suitable for a more intimate type of 

entertaining than had been in vogue before~ With the 

reduction in scale of the decorative form~·. to. suit smaller 

rooms, there also occurred a progressive change in the 

character of linear and mass composition. The orders of 

architecture, inconsistent and inharmonious with the new 

forms, were completely eliminated. The eye was to be 

distracted and amused by continuous but iri'.egular flowing 

motion. Solemnity was to be superseded by dignity, humor, 
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and whimsy. The austere, the serious and the heroic of 

the Louis XIV period became full of abandon, frivolity, 

and extravagance. The monkey supplanted the Renaissance 

masque, and the Chinese utterly routed Pompeiian balance. 1 

With the greater participation of women in politics, in 

literature, and in the active life, French art became 

erfeminate and pagan, yet light, graceful, and fantastic.2 

The craze for Chinoiserie was responsible for much 

of the ornamental character of the Regence and Louis XV 

styles. Louis XIV's explorations and commercial exploi-

ta tion of the Far East brought to Europe Chinese porcelains, 

jade, and decorations depicting formalized landscapes and 

figures. The technique used for carving and decoration 

somehow suggested the use of natural forms in decorations, 

and rocks, shells, flowers, and birds became the basis of 

a manner dubbed "Rock and Shell n--Rocaille et Coquille. 

Years later this style was unsympathetically contracted 

into a motif havi-ng a florid, gaily ab,surd manner called 

Rococo. This name has subsequently characterized the 

furniture and manners emanating from this age. 3 

Robert de Cotte, Berain, Marot, Mansart, Boulle, 

and other carvers carried over the grand tradition of the 

lclifford, oo. cit., P~ 144. 

2whiton, .Q12.. .. cit., Pe 157. 

3Aronson, The Enc;z_clopedia of Furniture, p. 82e 
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Regence. Younger men then in their early phases created 

novelties destined to be the elements of the Louis XV 

style. Yet the style of the Regence was epitomized in the 

work of Charles Cressent. His supreme creations were 

commodes. His cabinet work was important as a base for 

superbly chased bronze appliques. 

The lighter touch also applies to materials; ebony 

and walnut were too somber and yielded to the fine veneers 

of polished rosewood and other light colored woods. With 

the exception of satinwood, more typical of Louis Seize 

style than that of Louis Quinze, almost the whole gamut 

of' woods known to the eighteenth century ebenistes was 

used for the Regency style. The most prominent construc

tionally were mahogany, violetwood, boxwood:, rosewood, 

amaranth, amboyna, tulipwood, laburnum, bois du roi, 

sycamore, holly, cherry, and ebony. 

The Regence was a style which combined the conven

tional scrollwork of the Baroque, with the more· natural 

scrolling of flower, leaf, and stem. The ornament was 

less classical, discarding mythology for nature, with 

motifs usually symmetrically arranged. Curvilinear forms 

were more in evidence in this style than in the Louis XIV 

style. The carving was in low relief with beautiful 

moulding of shapes. Chair backs had pierced carving of 

distinctive foliage, ribbons, shells, and scrolls usually 



done in low relief. The artistic value of Regency furni

ture lies in its· ble!lding of artistic restraint with 

delicate movement. 
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The motifs of decoration consisted of the ornament 

of Boucher's Arcadian "properties "--fountains doves . , . , 
wreathes, cupids, an~ busts of women or of satyres crovming 

',, ., 

pedestals--as well as fruits, flowers, and trophies of 

pastoral occupations, of lov~, war, and of the chase. 

French carvers continued .their use of the Chinese ornaments, 

chinoiserie and singerie;.l 

The cabriole leg with pied de biche or doe's foot 
' ..., ' ·; 

in the Regence became the characteristic shape. · It was so 

curved as to make the vertical line flow evenly into the 

horizontal of the .apron. Th13 tylJical curve was that. of 

the cross bow. 

The Regency was the beginning of an age of delect

able little things, trifles as exquisite as jewels and 

nearly as precious. Charming comrnodes, novel chaise 

longues, little foO.t..:;,stools, and screens began to encumber 

the world with a myriad of costly necessities, many of which 

have since been abandoned. · 

The glossary is a rnere suggestion of the pieces 

produced. 

1 
Gould, 2.12.• cit., p. 84. 
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Armoire--a>highly,decorative ·•ieee: tall, 1 
1:' _, s_ender, 

top moulded and slightly crested; tTJtre long doors with 

carved Rococo paneling. (Fig. 2, Plate XIX) 

Bed--alcove and sofa beds fashionable. Carved head 

and foot-boards, turned and grooved post with carved finials. 

Bench--much used; frame carved. 

Buffet--double;,.,bodied,, ,top section slightly smaller, 

arched, crested, bracke-t feet. Highly ornate. 

Cabinet--l.;tke buffet; ornamental piece of rosewood 

with porcelain plaques. 

Ghair--curviiinear. Easy chair in vogue. Frame 

delicately carved. , 

Desk--an important piece; cylinder top, lavishly 

ornamented. 

Mirror--handsomely 'framed in Rococo style, fantas

tically ornamented, carved in high and low relief. 

Screen--extremely popular and beautifully framed in 

single panel. 

Sofa-settee-ottoman--popular, for two. Superbly 

designed. 

Table--great variety, large and small, carving, 

veneering, marquetry. Elaborately carved and gilded frames. 

Carved oak tables with very slender cabriole legs. 1 

(Fig. 1, Plate XIX) 

1aould, QQ.• cit., pp. 79-80" 



PLATE XIX 

Figure 1. Carved Table 

Metropolitan Museum of Art 

Figure 2. Armoire, Oak 

Metropolitan Museum of Art 
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18th Century 

Regency 
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CHAPTER VI 

LOUIS XV 

"Here at last is a style for smart society.n1 

Louis XV style embodied all the wit of tne smart society 

group, all its intrigue, all its gay lawlessness of soirit . , 
hampered no more by the morals and rules of Louis XIV, 

worshiping only cleverness, good manners, and daring. In 

art, as in life, formality was thrown overboard, and gaity 

took the place of the martial pomp. 2 

Under the regent, Louis XV was brought up to a 

life of indulgence and ease in the midst of a pleasure-

loving court, and it was only natural that his reign should 

be one of gaiety and extravagance. Among his favorites 

were the Comtesse du Barry and Madam de Pompadour, who 

helped to encourage the gaiety and luxury that affected all 

the styles of the period. 

Charles Cressent continued to be the important 

cabinet-maker, but his work paralleled the change in style. 

Jean Oeben, the "king' s cabinet-maker, 11 was king of the 

ebenistes, for cabinet-makers were still proudly called 

ebony-workers. The Marquise de Pompadour, not the king, 

was Cressent's chief patron. She had taste and a liking 

for simple works. 

lGilman, QQ• cit., p. 148. 

2Ibid., p .. 150 .. 
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During the Louis XJf period, the walls continued to 

be treated with wood panels placed above a low dado. The 

top and bottom mouldings of the panels were delineated 

with irregular curved forms and broken corners. In the 

royal palaces, carving continued to be used as a means of 

panel ornamentation, but in the smaller chateaux, the cost 

of carved woodwork precluded its profuse use. The demand 

for decorated wall panels in the Chinese manner extended 

to the middle classes, and was supplied through the impor

tation of Chinese hand-painted wallpapers. Floors were in 

rectangular parguet patterns or in elaborate marquetry 

arrangements made in contrasting woods. 1 

Under Louis XV came a distinct departure from the 

economy and strict formalism of previous design. Every line 

was given a curve and every form a distorted outline. 

Strict symmetry in composition was discarded; yet, a 

certain precarious balance of the parts producing charming 

and unexpected effects was maintained. A new element, 

characteristic of the Regency and of this period was the 

motive called "rocaille, tr an ornate edge suggestive of the 

fluted lip of a shell or of the rippling border of a wave. 

This motif frequently gives the character to a complicated 

mass of vines and leaves. (Fig. 2, Plate XXII) 

1Whiton, .£12.· cit., p .. 158. 
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The great discovery of and the opening up of 

American, Cuban, West and East Indian forest revolutionized 

the furniture industry. New woods were available in a 

whole scale of colors. Thus equipped, the Louis XV cabinet

makers created original and graceful furniture. Woods used 

for furniture and carving were oak, walnut, mahogany, 

rosewood, cherry, and other fruit woods. Violet-wood, 

kingwood, tulip-wood with clouded red and yellow colorings, 

and amaranth, a wood dyed a magenta color, were used for 

marquetry,1 Native beech, elm, and fruit-tree woods were 

still used. In 1725 huge blocks of mahogany from Haiti 

and Honduras came ·in vogue, the most valuable varieties 

being those with veining knovm as "thorne, n ttflaming," 

"watered," and "speckled." Mahogany was the wood pre

eminently used for. carving. 2 

Painted furniture either "flatted" or lacquered 

(varnished) was popular. Vivid colors were the rage. The 

four Martin brothers were most distinguished for their 

lacquering in the Chinese manner. 3 

In the state furniture the real decoration was by 

means of carving in wood and metal. These designers, who 

were often sculptors in their own right, had a larger 

1Gould, .QQ• cit., p. 83. 

2 Aronson, QQ.• ill•, P. 58. 

3saglio, .Q.l2• cit., p. 130. 



field and higher aim; so in moulded and rechiseled bronze 

·they followed out their fancy in work of high relief 

leaves, vines, and shell work of the day, even coquettish 

little Spanish heads--esoagnolettes as they called them. 
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At its climax this golden sculpture quite obscured the wood 

of the background and the ostensible purpose of the piece .. 

The woodcarvers in.Louis XV's time must have been 

busy men, for all the curves of panels, chairs, figure 

frames, bedsteads appear to have been shaped by carving 

tools and, in most cases, ornamented with leaf forms, 

shells, ribbons, natural flowers, and arabesque. The carving 

on all furniture was done in low-relief •1 

.A general play of light and shade was the chief 

aim of the style. The play of light and shade in sudden 

and varied contrasts is so essential an element of the 

Louis Quinze styles that it does not admit flat surfaces 

in any of the ornamental details. All surfaces are concave 

or convex. (Plate XX) 

In analysis the ornament really resembled nothing 

at all. There was an occasional shell-like form or a wing 

or a few thin leaves, but in the end there was little 

except lines and spots, smooth or broken, in flowing curves 

or long straight runs. Such decoration was abstract, 

lEleanor Rose, Practical Woodcarving (London: 
B. T. Batsford, 1930), p. 98. 
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suggestive, as music is, unlike what had gone before and 

somewhat higher in the scale of things. 1 There was no 

lack of art in this asymmetry. It was more difficult to 

balance equivalent masses than it was to balance identical 

ones; yet, this effect was achieved. 

The decorative motifs included an asymmetrical 

scallop-shell, rocks, acanthus, endive, celery and beans; 

(one writer of the period complains that he longs for the 

simplicity of the classic and that it is high time the 

vegetables were returned to the garden where they belong). 

Lonzenge, the cartouche, the natural garland, flowers 

were placed with random artistry. Pairs of amorous doves, 

cupids, hearts, pastoral figures and symbols, musical 

instruments, dervishes, odalisques, and sultanas are also 

found. Chinamen and monkeys were used indiscriminately. 

The decoration was intended to relax the mind of a frivolous. 

and gallant age. 2 

The types of furniture followed closely those 

originating during the Regence. The outstanding pieces are 

as follows: 

Armoire--a highly decorative piece; tall slender, 

top moulded and slightly crested; the body with rounded 

lGilman, Q.Q.• cit., p .. 153. 

2 Aronson, .2..2.• cit., p.. 58. 



corners, two long doors with carved Rococo panelling. 

Carving in low relief. 

Bed--alcove and sofa beds fashionable-low relief 

carving on headboards and footboards, curved, scrolled 

and crested. 
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Bench--much used; with or without arms, legs were 

cabriole, plain or carved knee, narrow carved apron, shell 

and scroll in mid-front. 

Buffet--double-bodied, top section slightly smaller, 

arched, crested, bracket feet. Shaped front highly. orha te. 

Cabinet--like buffet; ornamental piece of rosewood 

with plaques of Sevres porcelain. Carving used daintily. 

Chair--comfortable chairs, chaise longues and sofas 

were dimensioned to the human frame and shaped for luxurious 

ease. (Fig. 2, Plate XXIII) Chair backs and seats were 

low, modified to the current costume and habits. Carved 

ornament at crest and four corners of chairs; narrow carved 

aprons. The berg ere was made with solid sides and loose 

down cushions. Armless chairs were designed for voluminous 

skirts. Carved frame for either upholstered or cained 

chairs. 

Commode--often in pairs with Flemish marble slabs 

on shaped tops, drawers often disguised by front design; 

lavishly ornamented. 

Desk--an important piece; cylinder top, lavishly 

ornamented. 
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Mirror--handsomely framed in Ro.coco style, fantas

tically ornamented carved, gilded, painted, etc. 

Screen--extremely popular and beautifully framed 

in carved single panel--ecran, or three or more leaves. 

(Fig. 1, Plate XXI) 

Sofa--superbly designed, framework carved to rna tch 

chairs. (Fig. 1, Plate XXII) 

Tables--great variety, large a:rld small, carving, 

veneering, marquetry. Elaborate carved and gilded frames. 

Carved oak tables with very slender cabriole legs. 

Console table still in vogue, hi.ghly ornamental with 

marble top, two or four legs. (Fig. 2·, Plate XXI) Many 

little tables or stands. Night tables of imported woods. 

Writing-table fashionable. Special tables were designed 

on every game. Dressing tables of wide variety, work 

tables, make a long list of table shapes. 1 

lGould, .2.£• cit., PP·· 79-82. 



PLATE XX 

LOUIS XV CHAIR 

Metropolitan Museum of Art 
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PLATE XXI 

Figure 1.. Fire Screen 

Metrolopi tan Museum of Art 

Figure 2. Louis XV Carved Table 

Metropolitan Museum of Art 
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PLATE XXII 

Figure 1~ Sofa at Versailles 

Figure. Console Louis XV Au Garde Meuble a Paris 

Metropolitan Museum of' Art 
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PLATE XXIII 

Figure 1. Carved Louis XV Armchair 

Metropolitan Museum of Art 

Figure 2. Louis XV Walnut Chaise Longue 

Metropolitan Museum of Art 
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CHAPTER VII 

LOUIS XVI 

When Louis XVI and Marie-Antoinette mounted the 

throne in 1774, they inherited the new classic style created 

by Jacques-Jmge Gabriel, Riesener, and Gouthiere, respec

tively Louis XV's leading architect, cabinetmaker, and 

bronzier. 

11 The style of Louis XVI really began as far back 
as the middle point of the century under Louis XV, when 
Madame de Pompadour organized a small group of the 
classically disposed artists to accompany her younger 
brother to Rome to study, and instrucied them 'to bring 
art back to the antique traditions."' 

Louis XVI cared even less about art than Louis -xv, 
but his lovely young Queen followed the lead of Madame de 

Pompadour and Madame du Barry and patronized the new school 

of artists who had readopted the classic straight line of 

the Greeks. Vlhen Louis XVI came to the throne, the nobility 

were exhausted financially and fatigued by a half century of 

superficial pleasures. The protests of the mobs had already 

begun to rumble and vehemently to demand a cessation of the 

public policies. Both prudence and boredom with the 

prevailing mode of life called for a change in the outward 

living conditions of the aristocrats, and a definite trend 

1Ernest Durnonthier, The Louis XVI Furniture 

(Paris: .Albert Morace, 1922), p. 5. 
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toward simplicity was the art reaction of this movement.l 

Interiors of the Louis XVI period completely 

discarded the rococo forms. Fre-curvilinear p~nelling 

gave way to straight lines, rectangules, circles, and 

ellipses. Ornament, used less profusely, was either 

borrowed from the floral forms of nature or inspired by 

the new Pompeian discoveries; otherwise, it was of a 

sentimental character. When the walls were covered with 
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wpod panelling there was an effort toward symmetry of 

design, with opposite walls in com;,;osi tions that balanced 

each other. Panel mouldings were simplified in both shape 

and enrichment. 2 

Mantels continued to be made in marble,\ of simple 

rectangular designs, ornamented •Ni th square rosettes, 

classical brackets, and panels carved vvi th classical figures 

and floral forms.. Overmantels were most frequently treated 

with mirrors framed in the panelling and often. combined 

with a painting. Door and window trim was usually treated 

with a complete entablature, crowned with an ornamental 

motif in paint or with a relief carving framed in a circle 

or ellipse. Ceilings were left plain, except in unusually 

elaborate rooms. Floors continued to be treated in oak 

3 
parquet patterns .. 

1whiton, op. cit., pp .. 163-164. 

2rbid., 164-165. 

0~., p .. 166. 



Excavations in Greek and Roman ruins had been in 

progress for many years, but the unearthing of Pompeii 

(1748) and Herculaneum (1750) set off a new spark • 

.Ancient architectural spirit demanded recognition of 

supports, so that legs were truthfully expressed as sheer 

vertical members, forming right angles with the aprons. 
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The vertical was emphasized by fluting and grooving; the 

architecture was suggested by bases and capitals in the form 

of mouldings and feet. Curves where used 1.1vere of the 

classic type, cutoff segments of~ the ellipses or circles; 

in legs they were gradually straightened out entirely. 

Panels, set off by exquisitely studied moulding.s, were 

important because of their flatness and absence of decoration. 

The 'important woods were mahogany, walnut, and oak; 

satinwood was the special favorite. Rosewood, tulip, 

amboyna--mottled yellowish red oriental wood--amaranth, 

king, thuya, purple wood, ebony, violetwood, sycamore, pear, 

cherry, and holly supplemented the more staple woods •1 

No furniture was more an inte:rgral part of its 

style than this. It was rich in variety. Most of the 

cabinet work was rectangular, and yet there was c:.lways about 

it a sense of proportion, a finesse of detail, and 
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perfection of finish that made it exquisite rather than 

severe.1 Ornament shows a great variety. It reflected 

interest in classical antiquity and the sentimental attempt 

to return to nature. As with all French styles, it was 

carved and left in a monotone, or just picked out wlth white, 

gray, or gold on white. It tended always toward lower 

relief, until it was merely embossed, and in the end it 
<"" 

was only painted.~ 

Recalling all the forms of Louis XIV, the motifs 

for orn&~ent were classical and mathematically symmet-

rical. They were represented by shepherd's hats, scythes, 

rakes, trawls, crooks, and spades, all of which were inter

woven with flutes, drums, lyres and pipes. Sheaves of wheat 

and other nature's products were tied up with dainty knots 

of ribbons. Birdcages with doves billing and cooing, were 

interspersed with antique classic symbols, such as cupid's 

quiver, Hymen's torch, bows of ribbon, and carelessly 

confined garlands of the rose and other. flowers. The 

acanthus was retained, but more lightly treated. Wilted 

tips of acanthus leaves were typical.. Wreaths and festoons 

of laurels with husks of bell flowers were also favorite 
• ':<: dev:1.ces ..... 

1Gilman, o__Q. cit., p., 204. 

2Ib. ~ _1&.·' 

3Gould, 

p. 201. 

p. 93. 



The glossary can only touch lightly the varied 

array of small articles found necessary by the artificial · 

society of the period. 

Armoire--tall, slender, slightly arched, crested. 

In-set corners frequent on panels of long doors; single~ 

bodied. 

Bed--smaller, low headboard and footboard. Frame:,. 
\ 

work moulded, lightly carved; top--slightly arched, bo\¥~d~ 
' ' 

flat with concave corners; carved low cre·sting. Varieties-

same as Louis XV. Sofa bed placed sidewise against the 

wall. Angel bed the dominant type. 

Buffet--sideboard, commode and cabinet types; . 1 

semicircular with open shelved ends. Front--straight, 

curved serpentine; occasional upper glassed doors. 

Chair--similar to Louis XV varieties 

often rectangular. Low backed, upholstered, oval or 

rectangular, and carved open lyre-back typical. 

ance of a few new shapes excessively classical. 

carving on frame of guilloche mouldings •. 

Appear

Delicate .. · 

,.,. ( 

Chaise longue--often part of a duchesse, composed 

of a chaise longue with small gondole chair at its foot. 

Clock--floor types, tall slender, rectangular; 

tapering pedestal; occasional scrolled jar forms. 

commode--superbly decorative piece; rectangular, 

often with front panel in-set or out-set; semicircular. 
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Desk--fashionable; knee-hole flanked by pedestals 

of drawers; secretary; writing-table; lady's desk. Frequent 

tambour front, narrow s tri~s of wood glued laterally on 

fabric, making flexible sliding front. 

Encoignure--corner piece; chair, table, shelves, etc. 

Mirror--rectangular or curvilinear, framed in 

classic mode, lightly carved with classic motifs. 

Pedestal--for clock, carved. 

Screen--simple or folding panels. Frame, carved; 

top, straight, slightly arched, crested; adjustable tripod 

carved with garlands and reeding. 

Secretary--resembles cabinet. 

Sofa--in rectangular form; frame carved, painted, 

gilded. Exquisite models with back encircling one or 

both ends. 

Table and stand--innumerable large and small 

varieties. Top--rectangular, round, oval, quadrant for 

corner, kidney-shaped. Typical leg--tapering, rectangular 

or round. Top edge often carved with garlands and reeding .. 

Roman tripods for table. Extension dining tables •1 



PLATE XXIV 

Louis XVI Chair en ebene Martin Carlin 

(Hessling) Louvre in Paris 
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PLATE XXV 

Figure l. Armoire Leg Martin Carlin 

(Hessling) Louvre in Paris 

Figure 2.. Detail of Small Drawer from Louis XVI Table 
Jean Henri Riesener 

(Hessling) Louvre in Paris 
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PLATE XXVI 

Louis XVI Chair 

Metropolitan Museum of Art 
' 
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PLATE XXVII 

Figure l. Louis XVI Chair 

Metropolitan Museum of Art 

Figure 2. Louis XVI Carved Console Table 

Metropolitan Museum of Art 
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PLATE XXVIII 

Figure l. Louis XVI Armchair, Cane Back and Seat 

Figure 2.. Louis XVI Console. 

Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
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CHAPTER VI I I 

DIRECTOIRE 

There has perhaps never been a sharper dividing 

line between the period styles than that which followed 

the French Revolution (1789-95) After the guillotine had 

completed its work and the sans-culotte had heaped about 

them a general wreckage of men p.nd things, the French 

wanted no more of' royalty and aristocracy. The painter, 

David, was the real dictator of style at this period. 

He lent his aJproval to the architects, Percier and 

Fontaine. Their designs were the basis of the new style • 1 

During the· Directoire period the transitione.l forms of art 

that filled the gap between the periods of Louis XVI and 

Napoleon were produced. Elements of both styles were 

- seen, although the short 90li tical duration of the 

"Directorate" did not permit the construction of many 

examples of either architecture of decoration. 2 

During the Reign of Terror and the events that 

followed, many of the craftsmen vvere ill-supported; lacking 

clients, then entered other fields, and with the disor

ganization of the apprentice system, much of the exquisite 

1clifford, £2· cit., p. 161. 

2whiton, QQs cit., p. 171. 
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tradition of French art of the eighteenth century was 

lost. Craftsmen who were able to continue work endeavored 

to maintain their sense of tradition and good proportion, 

and searched for art forms that were not associated with 

the old aristocracy., Cabinet-mal{ers followed the trend with 

as much eagerness to prove their loyalty to the new regime 

as to prove their skill. The delicacy of the forms and 

some of the refinement of details of the Louis XVI period 

were continued, but new ornamental motifs were introduced. 

The construction often followed the heavier models 

o:f the late Louis XVI style, but lighter attenuated forms 

were also acceptable. Roman types of chairs, tables, and 

couches were revived, and the rolled-ov~r·":~~~~~ back was 
',•' 

much in evidence. '' 
,,, • •• ·.,,' t ' ' 

, .. 
II I I I . 

'' ' 

Woods were more often native··.:fruif.w:o~~h: walnut, 
' ) J ·,· •• '• 

oak, rather than mahogany, after fo.1<eign t~~ad'e'.',became 

difficult. 

It is improbable that any con:~:i:Cle:ra-bi~- ;.quantity 
',.' II l I : :; f 

of furniture was produced during this sh~v~ '8.:11~ troubled 

era, so it is difficult to construct a full style out of 

the few scattered remains. There was simplicity, grace, 

directness, and charm achieved through straight lines 

combined with restrained classic double curves. 

Motifs of ornament had their inspiration in those 

used by the classic Greek and Romane Human and animal 
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heads and figures; the lion, ram, swan, griffin, sphinx, 

and winged chimera; lozenges with whole or clipped corners, 

medallions with heads; the swag, torch, lyre, urn, and 

vase; the acanthus leaf, water leaf, and the bay wreath; 

and rosettes, palm branches and stars were some of the 

varied motifs used by the carver and cabinet-maker.1 

The glossary gives the character of the articles 

in use, especially where distinctive changes were made .. 

Generally the new type of ornament was imposed on Louis XVI 

forms, as in the armoire, buffet and cabinet. 

l&Q.--larger than Louis XVI. Usually very low. 

Four types, low headboard and footboard, equal or head 

slightly higher; the same type without footboard; four

poster model with tester; Day-bed with low rolled back 

headboa.rd and footboard, or headboard only. Round legs, 

tapering and decorated with waterleaf--long flat leaf; 

carved in low relief. 

Cabinet--rectangular, double-bodied, upper section 

higher and set back, flat cornice top upheld by two cary

atids, panels decorated with figures, sometimes Egyptian, 

the lower section with palm capitals on pilasters; figures 

carved 'in the round. 

laould, .212.• cit., p. 100. 



Chair--gondole and open backed types in vogue. 

Exaggerated classic models resembling Roman marble seats. 

Rolled-over tops in both upholstered and carved open 

backs (carving in low relief). Broad top-rail, plain or 

lightly decorated, frequently with lozenge and anthemion; 

back sometimes curved around seat. 

Chaise longue--similar to arm-chair. 
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Commode--rectangular~ corners occasionally rounded 

and marble top out-set. Side supports-slender fluted 

engaged columns, terms, fasces vvhich a.re bound--enrubannes. 

Drawers inconspicuously paneled. Delicately carved low 

relief. 

Desk--cylinder type, with low cabinet top, two 

small cupboards and three lateral drawers set back. Leg--

round, tapering, ornamental collared ankle. Kneehole pedestal 

type. 
'< ' \ Etagere--in vogue, made like a commode without 

drawers; ends shaped, concave or convex, back board between 

top shelves carved ajoure'--pierced, perhaps vii th griffins, 

top slightly crested, tapering round collared foot. 

Sofa, settee--canapEt 2ommier fashionable, low 

rectangular back extending around sides, only back and seat 

upholstered; pillows at each end. Similar to arm chair in 

decoration. 
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Table--round, 9edesta1, marble top, with griffin 

supports fashionable. Many small tables; breakfast table 

and gu8'ridon with C shaped supports terminating in bird 

heads and carved or metal paw feet typical of the griffin~ 

Folding table on rectangular legs with spade feet. Console-

demilune half moon, semicircular; marble top, carved rail, 

pedestal--griffin or winged lion, gilded, paw feet. 1 

1Ibid .. , p p,. 96-98. 



CHAPTER IX 

EMPIRE 

The coronation of Napoleon in 1804 was the first 

act in the return to a monarchical form of government and 

social organization. The new aristocracy, trained and 

experienced in military tactics rather than in social 

amenities, had had little opportunity to develop a true 

connoisseurship of the arts. Th~. emperor, however, 

recognized the value of promoting a 1JUblic appreciation of 

beauty, and the satisfaction of his ego required visual 

· evidence of his imperial glory •1 

Jacques Louis David, the painter who had been one 

of the signers of the death warrant of Louis XVI, was 

appointed the art dicta tor of France, and strove to 

emulate his famous predecessor Lebrun. Although handicapped 

by the self-conceit of Napoleon, David became the man of the 

hour in art, politics, and society. His influence upon 

the intellectual life of the period was enormous. Proud, 

cold, and austere, he was at first a believer in Spartan 

simplicity; but with the rise to power of Napoleon, he 

turned to the antiquities of Greece and Rome in his search 

1whiton, ou. cit., p. 171. 
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for artistic inspiration consistent with his emperor's 
1 desire for majestic splendor. 

David called Napoleon's attention to the two 
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young architects, Percier and Fontaine, whose refined taste 

had been based on the severe classicism already established 

by Robert Adam of England. From that moment, the two 

architects in partnership dominc;.ted the art style of the 

period and supplied the designs for the buildings, furniture, 

2 and accessories intended for Napoleon's use. 

The Empire st:,"le was best exemplified in the' Chateau 

de Malmaison, built by Napoleon for the Em)ress Josephine, 

and in redecorated rooms in the Chateaux at Fontainblean, 

Compiegne, Versailles, and Paris. Walls were seldom treated 

with wood paneling, but were more often hung with textiles 

or wallpaper, or painted in imitation of Pompeian figures 

and conventional designs. In the majority of rooms both 

dado and cornice were used, although in general the academic 

architectural forms were simplified. Doors and window 

openings were trimmed with simple architraves, and door 

panels were often diamond-shaped. As a rule, mantels were 

in marble with a minimum of straight-line architectural 

designs in mouldings and with side supports consisting of 

1rbid.' p p .. 171-172. 

2 
Ibid., p .. 172. 



columns and pilasters or caryatids. On such mantels 

ornament was carved or applied in ormolu. 1 Although the 

segmental arched form was also used, ceilings were high 
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and generally flat. A plaster relief pattern was sometimes 

placed in the center of the ceiling, from which hung an 

elaborate crystal chandelier. Floors were in tile, marble, 

and oak parquetry. 

The furniture of the period did not express a 

court nor an epoch of French life, but exemplified the 

overwhelming personality of Napoleon Bonapart. This 

period was one of heroics, ceremony, and novelty, and was 

characterized by the use of absolute symmetry and solid 

proportions in all pieces of furniture. Large surfaces 

were flat and plain, free of mouldings or paneling to 

emphasize the highly polished wood grain.. Mahogany 

supplanted walnut and was the overwhelmingly fa.vori te woode 

The rich deep red color was favored; other woods were 

stained in imitation. Rosewood, ebony, yew, oak, and 

walnut were used with about sixty various materials for 

marquetry and inlay. 2 

Carving was entirely avoided except for the arms 

and posts of chairs and table legs that could be trans

formed into lions, griffins, Egyptian sphinxes and winged 

1 rbid., p .. 173. 

2Gilman, QQ• cit., p. 2llc 



horses. Such .carving was in the round.. The motifs used 

were designed from military trophies and symbols of 

imperial pomp, such as the bee, sphinx, obelish, lotus, 

cornucopia, cupids, .flaming torch, trumpet, palm, wreath, 

swag, riggon, vase, lyre, eagle, star, shield, and sword. 

Still other emblems used as motifs were the triumohal .. 
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mythological figures, chimera, honeysuckle or anthemion, 

pineapple, lozenge, acanthus, and medallion with classic 

heads, Napoleon's monogram, and the Phrygian cap of Liberty 

with golden victories postured with widespread wings. 1 

However severe the exceptional rooms decorated 

by Percier, the well-to-do house was encumbered with many 

articles. The glossary includes only the most insistent 

of these articles: 

Bed--sofa and couch forms common.. Fantastic ideas 

in canopied types: bundles of lances as posts topped by 

Phrygian cap--Liberty caps, as finials;--eagle-topped 

canopy on crossed lances; boat-shaped, high sweeping stern, 

mast pennant, the drapery suggesting sailse Bed with low 

headboard and footboard under a separate canopy, perhaps 

an architectual temple structure. Headboard and footboard 

low, of equal height, bed boxed with wide flat pedestal 

1aould, on. cit., p. 107. 
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side supports. Sleigh or gondole bed and the sides sloping 

hammock-:-like between tops of headboard and footboards. 

Bookcase--double-bodied, four glassed doors framed 

in bronze dore; or lower doors of wood with metal ornament$ 

Buffet--sideboard; rectangular with column supports, 

paw feet. 

Cabinet--medium height, uniform sections like 

secretary, overhanging cornice, frieze with metal orna

ment. 

Chair--similar to Directoire type but usually 

heavier. Roman open back with broad concave top-rail, 

with or without carved lyre or other splait. Back-

rectangular, circular, bowed ...... 

Commode--rectangular on paw feet or solid plinth; 

resembles buffet. Moulded paneling and metal ornament ••••• 

Desk--rectangular, cabinet, drop-front or cylinder 

type. Architectural, with triangular pediment top. 

Supports, chimera with paw, carved in full round. 

Mirror--Cheval glass, oblong, rectangular, oval, 

or rectangular with arched top; elaborately framed on 

f'loor runners or pedestals .. 

Screen--single panel, paw or scroll feet. Folding; 

low or high carving .. 

Secretary--similar to desk. Sometimes very small, 

resembling a large pedestale 



Sofa--settee, couch, sofa similar to Directoire 

with rectangular rolled over back. Couch of day-bed type 

largely supplanted the Chaise longue. Divan in vogue in 

late Empire. 

Table--rectangular, oblong, truss supports, often 

incorporating lyre and griffin. Circular form popular, 

especially for center table and dining table. Pedestal 

type often with carved griffin in full round supports or 

extra pillars; star-shaped underbracing. Leg--straight 

rectangular tapering term, ~edestal, round, plain or leaf 
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adorned. Feet--paw, winged paw, small ball with or without 

leaf shoe on its top, scroll--carved or plain, boxed with 

or without moulding, round lotus bud or cup shaped, often 

colored, conventionalized rectangular lion's paw. 1 

1Ibid.' pp. 102-105. 



PLATE XXIX 

Motifs Used ori Empire Furniture 
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CHAPTER X 

CONCLUSION 

Tracing the use of' carving through the various 

French periods, one sees how definitely it reflected the 

growing influences and the spirit of the times. The carving 

of the Gothic period was as sere, eccelesiastical, and 

ordered as the services in the church. It was lovingly 

executed, reflecting the devotion of the people to the 

church. It showed plainly how completely their lives, 

motives, and ambitions were absorbed by the church. 

Under the Renaissance, the Kings became more 

important than the church. Naturalism, influence of royal 

marriages, and other international relations began to make 

their impression upon the styles of furniture and vvere 

faithfully portrayed in the carving of important pieces. 

After the deep devotion of French workmen to their Italian 

teachers waned a little, the genius of the French people 

reass'erted itself and came into full flower under Louis XIV, 

the grand Monarch. Many types of decoration were used in 

this period, but carving still held an important place. 

With the ushering in of the Baroque influence in 

Louis XIV the design of furniture assumed a richness of 

character equal to the room treatments~ The furniture 
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was stately and serious in intent with lavishly carved 

and studied ornamentations. 
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The Louis XV style had its inception during the 

Regency when a transformation took place due to the demands 

of a gay life and society. Carving was extensively used 

in a gay and free manner but exquisitely done. There was 

complete dominance of the free-curved line in both struc

ture and ornament. The straight line was diligently 

avoided. 

The Louis XVI· was a reaction against the free 

design of the rococo and as the result of a renewed interest 

in the arts of ancient Greece and Rome. It forms a transi

tion between the rococo and the Roman imitation of the 

Empire and is chiefly to be noted for its extreme refine

ment and perfection of details. Carving played a very 

important part in expressing these details. 

Of all French styles, the Empire is the least 

French. In the name of nclassic 11 it committed so many 

sins that its deadly influence cast gloom over the whole 

of the nineteenth century.. Carving deteriorated and 

became a lost art for the time beingo The influence of 

Napoleon on furniture waned with his passing from the 

political scene. The succeeding years in France were as 

. eclectic in style as in politics. Some elements of the 

Baroque and the Empire persisted, but they were appli:,d as 
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details only~ Architecturally the world was at sea; the 

carving and furniture follovved in line. The Industrial 

Revolution: created a new wealthy class with an undeveloped 

sense, and the political tides swept in a new aristocracy .. 

Nothing .throughout the nineteenth century was settled 

except the smug self-satisfaction .of the new rich in 

France and elsewhere. The procession of styles from 

Empire through the classic and Gothic revivals, the styles 

of Louis Philippe and the Third Empire, Art Nouveau and 

.Art Moderne were generally unsuccessful efforts to harmonize 

new processes with new methods and machines. Carving 

likewise felt this uncertainty, and passed through tortured 

and hybrid stages until, under the impact of the contempo

rary movement, it disappeared from furniture in a large 

measure. 

Ultimately, smooth surfaces for displaying the 

grain of the wood were emphasized instead of carving. 



PLATE XXX 

Typical Leaf Carving 

(Boiserles) Chateau de Chantilly 
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LOUIS XVI 



DESIGNERS AND CARVERS OF FRENCH FURNITURE 

GOTHIC (1100-1515) 

Monks 

Guild Craftsmen 

Local Carvers 

FRENCH RENAISSANCE (1515-1643) 

Italian Craftsmen 

Leonardo de Vinci{ 

Andrea del Sarto ) 

Came to decorate the 
interior of Fontainbleau 
under Francis I. 

Primaticcio--mural decorator 

Vignola--architect 

French Cabinet Makers: 

Jacques Lardant--Cabinet maker employed by 
Francis I. 

Italian Craftsmen: 

Bernadino de Brescia~ 
) 

Domenico de Cortona ) 

Italian brought to 
France by Charles VIII. 

Outstanding Artists in Wood: 

Guillo Romano--an Italian, had assisted Raffael 
to paint the loggia of the Vatican, exercised 
an influence in France. 

Du Cerceau--a carver, gave attention to grace of 
line and relied for effect chiefly upon the 
wealth of beautiful, but often minute detail~ 
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Jean Goujon--a carver of long-limbed elegant 
goddesses which he had borrowed from the 
Italian artist who worked at Fontainebleau 

Hugues Sambin--a carver with a very prolific and 
powerful imagination. He lavished carvings 
of figures, fruit, and foliage on the surface 
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of the wood with a view to giving a general 
i~pression of richness. He delighted in carving 
llonts heads, eagles with mighty wings, 
voluptuous women, and muscular satyrs with 
merry faces. 

Laurent Stabre--Louis XIII's cabinet maker, is 
described as "joiner and carpenter in ebony .. " 

LOUIS XIV (1643-1714) 

Outstanding Craftsmen: 

Charles Le Brun--the king' s arc hi teet and decorator, 
became director of the Gobelin factory. 
Director of art under Louis XIV. 

Mignard--followed Le Brun as director of the Gobelin 
factory. 

Jules Hardouin Mansart--architect, designed at 
Versailles. Most notable works: Dome of the 
Invalides and Palace of Versailles. 

Domenico Cucci--cabinet makere 

Jean le Pautre and his brother Antouine--authorities 
in wood work and carvers, inspired many wood 
carvers who still adhere to some extent to the 
Louis XIII style with its ornate Italianism. 
Favored Roman and martial emblems. 

Jean Charles B~rain--designer and cabinet maker, 
gave freedom to the exercise of Renaissance 
forms~ 

Andre Charles Boulle--brought the arts of inlay to 
the highest possible degree. Responsible for 
the extensive use of ormolu and marquetry. 
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REGENCE (1715-1723) 

Charles Cresent--decorative sculptor and cabinet maker 
greatest worker in decorative bronzes, figures of ' 
women placed at the corners of furniture. 

LOUIS XV (1723-1774) 

Charles Cressent--greatest cabinet maker of the period. 

Jean Henri Riesener--cabinet maker, master of marquetry 
using woods like pigment. 

Jacques Caffieri and son Phillippe--cabinet makers and 
sculptors. 

Pierre Gouthiere--Ciseleur and metal sculptor. 

Juste Aurele Meissoniere--a designer, was a leader in 
the dominant rococo school, carried baroque to the 
greatest extreme. 

Simon Etienne and Robert Martin--carriage painters 
who invented a lacquer finish in imitation of the 
popular Oriental lacquer. The lacque work known 
as 'Vernis--Martin' lacquer finish. 

Jacques Dubois--cabinet maker, furniture of lacquer. 

David Rontgen--cabinet worker referred to as "David" 
was patronized by Marie Antoinette, also a 
producer of wonderfully minute marquetry. 

Jean Francois Oeben--ebeniste-cabinet maker of German 
extraction but enjoyed advantages of French 
nationality, was curator of Louvre Museum. 
Jean Riesener was a pupil of Oeben. 

Francois Boucher--Decorative painter. 

LOUIS XVI (1774-1793) 

Jean Henri Riesener--master of marquetry, using wood 
like pigment. 

David Rontgen--wonderful nimute marquetry. 
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Jean Guillaume Beneman--young and more modern and more 
in accordance with the fancy of the time. Work is 
easily discriminated by their more rigid forms, 
graver aspect and the predominent semi-circular 
decoration. Used lemon and cypress also marquetry 
in amaranth, sycamore and satinwood, also satin
wood and amaranth inlaid with holly. 

Louis Delanois--famous maker of chairs in the 2nd half 
of the 18th century. 

Pierre Gouthiere--metal worker and most celebrated of 
maker of furniture of the latter part of the 18th 
century. 

Martin Carlin--designer and carver of chairs. 

Adam Weisweiler--ebeniste. 

DIRECTOIRE (1795-1804) 

Jacques Louis David--the painter was the real dictator 
of style at this period. 

Percier and Fontaine--architects and designers. 

EMPIRE (1804-1815) 

Charles Percier and Pierre Fontaine--Percier was not 
only a partner in Fontaine's architectural under~ 
taking, but he attended to every.detail of t~e 
furnishings, as vvell as the furnlture. Percler's 
ovm style was elegant but simple, a rather severe 
imitation of Roman models. 

Jacques Louis David--painter. Director of art under 
Napoleon. 
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